
























































































2014 PHYSICS EXAM 36 

Arna of study- Interactions oflight and matter 

Question 19 (3 marks) 

A group o.f students carries out a two-slit interference experiment using light with a wavelength of 420 nm. 
The mT1:mgemont of the students' apparatus and the resulting interference pattern arc shown in Figure 29. 

The point M- on the screen is at the centre of the irrtc1ference pattern. There is a bright bnnd ut point Pon the 
screen. It is the second bright band to the 11ght ofM, as shown. 

Figure 29 

a. Calculate the path difforencc S1P - Szl'.

lfl 

6 o 1/.o

b. The student8 repeat the experiment using light of a different wavelength. They find that, at the point P
on the screen, there ifl now a dark band. It is the second dark band to the right of M.

u 6 ,,.Calculate the wavelength of this light Show your working. -1 ,.

lmm·k 

2 marks 
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Question 20 (5 maiks) 
A group of students cany out an experiment where light ofvariouc;; frequencies is shone onto a melal ph-1te. 
The maximum kinetic energy of the emitted electrons for each frequency is recorded and the results are 
plotted to produce the graph shown in Figure 30. Truce Planck's constant as 6.63 x 10-34 J s. 

a. 

J.8\

L--L-----"'L--L--L----+ f (x 1 Ql5) Hz 
2 3 4 

Figure 30 

72 •✓• Calculate the work function of tl1e metal in joules. ,. 

I /. I q , lo _,; J I

2marks 

b. The intensity of the light is increased U:nd the experiment is repeated with the same frequencies. The
:-;tu.dents find thut the grnph of frequency against muximum kinetic energy for this second experiment
is exactly the same as for the first experiment. 7 i', tl ,Jerll/e tf!, cf

Explain why this result provides evidence for the particle-like nature of light. 3 marks 

AccrJrcfiu,c; to 1:h.t, oa.r/,·c/e ufXI� I L·11ereaJ/t{1 /:), . .e id.tftsi{y 
V r -

v 
at t"'-l J.C(Me f refu.euey itA.e[€4JR 11,uµ.,t/J.e,rcy /Ao tGu1,

E IA£7t C)j oAQfOI.(!> will he fh.e J a 1-11 e . 

r/ 

SECTION A - Core studies - continued 
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Question 21 (8 murks) 
Thuy is doing some experiments on the diffraction of photons. She is using n bcum of photons with an 
energy of 4.1 e V 

a. Calculate the wavelength of a photon in this light hcam.

t 

The beam is incident on a &mall circular aperture and the resulting diITruction pattern is produced on a 
photon-sensitive screen behind the aperture. This pattc1n is shown in Figure 31. 

Figure 31 

b. A second experiment is then.performed with the same light heam incident on a circular apcrLurc with a
larger diameter. · § 5 ✓,
Complete the following sentence by circling the conect. words that are shown in bold font

C01Tcsponding rings in 1hc second diffraction pattern would have diameters that are 
larger than/ the same size as (smaller than }he 1i.ngs in the original pattern, 

c. Giveyourreasoningforyour.answertopartb. 2. 9 i', ctvtF,e o. 7

.x:: 

o,� AM.,(P�it,t- of difjr&t.e,,-fi'�v1 is. t·vtv.trJe/y prr�rf/�ua/
-/:� ike J>i2 e af +,¼__ ry;er-6" re. S ,-2 t CiA-t-reasecl _,,, 
5prea.cl olllcreas £

2 marks 

1 mark 

2marks 
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d. Thuy now cani.es out another experiment, comparing the diffraction of X-ray photons and electrons.

A beam of X-ray photons is incident on a small circular aperture. The experiment is then performed
with a beam of electrons incident on the same aperture.

The X-ray photons and electrons have the same energy. The diffraction patterns (shown in Figure 32)
have the same general shape; but very different sp,acings.

X -ray photon diffraction 

Figure 32 
not to scale 

electron diffraction 

Explain why the electron diffraction pattern ha-; a different spacing from the X-ray diffraction pattern, 
even though the electrons und the photons have the smne energy., O 'Y. ctvef?:tc7e I. ()

Dijfra.e4c'c<1 sfcee,/� d
1_

-bich e>« tit� 
.so 1.1Jtt.\/R.le�f4 wet.!, dijjere-ut 

'v.Ja-11£/-e,'f/;, r�/q,,feJ to f:-11.t JU{)�daM1

to t¼ e"t£'rJ? 

3 marks 
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Question 22 (5 mmks) 
A simplified diagram of the energy levels for a mercmy atom is shown in Figure 33. 

Figure 33 

10.4eV 
9.8 oV 

xeV 

6.7 eV 

4.9 eV 

OeV 

a. Explain why a mercury atom, while in the first excited state, is able to absorb u 1.8 e V photon, but
cannot emit a pholon of this energy. 3 2. i'• 2 marks 

SECTION A- Core studies - Question 22 - continued 
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b. In a sample of excited mercury atoms, all of the energy levels shown in Figure 33 are occupied. One
of the energy levels in Figure 33 is labelledx eV The emission spcctrnm of mercury shows lines at
approximately 0 9 eV, 1.5 eVand 2.2 eV 

j 6 �. tt,tJe.r<tJl /, 2
Use this infotmation and Figure 33 to calculate x. Give your relisoning. 3 marks 

SECTION A- Core studies - continued
TURNOVER 
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Question 23 (5 marks) 
According lo one model of atoms, electrons in atoms move in stable circular orbits around the nucleus. 
In an atom modelled in this way, nn electron is moving at 2.0 x 106 m s-1. Take the mass of an electron as 
9.1 X 10-31 kg. 

a. Calculate the de Broglie wavelength of this electron. Give your answer in nm. '( S- 'i'•

I 

o. 3G nml 

2mm·ks 

b. Describe how the wave nature of electrons can be used to explain the quantised energy levels in atoms. 3 marks

END OF SECTIO", A 
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Question 20 (4 marks) 
Physicists use the expression 'wave-particle duality' because light sometimes behaves like a particle and 
electrons sometimes beliave like waves. 

a, What evidence do we have that light can behave like a particle? Explain how this evidence supports a 
particle model of light. SO t, · 2marks 

b. What evidence do we have that electrons can behave like waves? Explain how 1his evidence supports a
wave model of electrons. l.. � ::, , <tr./ er� t �, 6 2 marks 

--·· El.eeirou.!, clijjr�d-ip 0<1 -lk e..r,rs k I

I d+,·u Mtt,kt i'j,(_,,f.er-1ereu f.t 12 a tt...ern. tJ � 6� .Ja;-..uu. 
-

., I 

Livf-,e,,r,ter.e� ce«d d,;frCl.e-f,•011 cer.e wq_v-t 

SECTION A- Core studies - continued 
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2015 PHYSICS EXAM 

Question 21 (5 marks) 
a. Use the model of quantised states of the atom to explain why only certain energy levels are allowed. 3 marks

l!> ;,,. I fled-roc,<.t ft1R. v.e vttv.e v1afu-r.e. �veryt I,

If 2.11=- I) A t/l..e, S"tQ,<ldru1 war1-t c,'f. jr;;rU-1..&I. 

b. Illustrate your answer with an appropriate diagram. '-f 19 /,

\ 

Question 22 (2 marks) 
Electrons (of mass 9.1 x 10-31 kg) have a de Broglie wavelength of l.0 x 10 11 m. 

Calculate the speed of these electrons. 
A 

i\:::-;;J 

V:: 
G. b3 xro -

r./ f./0 
-l� {� � - U

7 - I

:; 7- !:> )< tO u.S

2 marks 

-------------------------·-··--·- --· 
END OF SECTION A 

TURNOVER 
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Question 19 (10 marks) 

Emily is conducting an experiment to investigate the photoelectric effect. The apparatus is shown in 
Figure 24. It consists ofa light source, a filter and a photocell (a metal plate with a collecting electrode in a 
vacuum tube). 

Figure 24 

Emily uses various filters to shine a particular wavelength on the photocell. 

She increases the voltage (V) until the current just goes to zero and records this voltage. Emily repeats this 
process for different frequencies. 

Her results are shown in the table below. 

Frequency (Hz) Voltage (V) 

6,0 X )0 14 0.16 

7.0 X 10 14 0.52 

8,0 X 10 14 0.88 

9,0 X J014 1.20 

a, On the axes below, plot Emily's data and draw the graph of voltage versus frequency. J> 1 I•

V(V) 

2.0 

1.5 

1.0 

0.5 

0 

-0.5

-1.0

-1.5

-2.0

L,, 

2 3 4 

'. 

/ 

I/ 
✓v 

5 ,✓ 6 7 8 9 10 
f(xl0 14 Hz) 

2 marks 
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b. From the graph. determine the value Emily would have found for each of the following. 3 marks 

Planck's constant 

Threshold frequency 

Work function of the metal 

- ./- •/.> .) . .5 _ 0,2.•/f) eVs

!;;.•;,-f�,3 Hz 
. 

(. I' t0. 2 eV 

.3 'f ';. 

( ± M a c,.11.s t.e II� .v /2.c) 
t/4.rl((,,,,-/(o"1.. i·"l s t"dt,d
a o1. s I,() .e, '> )

I 'I % fl.,; e rl<jt • f
c. Explain how the recorded voltage measurements give information about the emitted photoelectrons. 2 marks 

\Jl)tt-«;,e refu,red -& J·t<,.s:tA-s to/' f(l,J.f� t eauit-eo! 
ei!ec.:frol{ � s o rel);-.e.s�d tlte l(.;{ci,,r/at ti a-t l<t'u.e,r/1:

tJH.e-?J/ ()j 
eiie.f ,rea (;

d. For each frequency, Emily doubles the intensity of the incident light. 3 6 i' • � ve.rur7t /. 6

Describe the graph Emily will now obtain in comparison with the original graph. Do these two graphs
support the wave model or particle model of light? Justify your answer.

G ryA J.q,P-( e 
3 marks 

SECTION A- Core studies- continued 
TURNOVER 
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Question 20 (7 marks) 
A beam of electrons is produced in an electron gun. 
The de Broglie wavelength of each electron is 0.36 nm. 

a. 

38 

Calculate the speed of the electrons. 
A 

1-11J=
-------

St i. 

An experiment is undertaken to compare the diffraction of these electrons and X-rays. With a similar gap 
spacing, the diffraction patterns are found to be nearly identical. 

b. 

c. 

Calculate the energy of the X-rays. Show each step of your working. 

Explain why similar patterns are observed. 2 f 1/ ..

D '/f t�at,llP '1 ol et�d;. ()I,{ ;1 

I• (( 

2 marks 

3 marks 

2 marks 
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